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Out in Swisher County in the Texas Panhandle lies a heavy concentration of feedlot operations, where the 45,000 head of feeder cattle in just one feedlot far outnumbers the whole county's population of 8,378 people. One of these feedlot operations is conducted by Tulia Feedlot, Inc. This feedlot operation is located in the South Tule Draw of the Red River Basin, about five miles south of Tulia, the county seat of Swisher County. From that feedlot operation arose a tax case, *Tulia Feedlot, Incorporated v. United States* ("Tulia"), which continues to provide a platform for the Internal Revenue Service to attack the structure and operation of shareholders' guaranteeing the obligations of privately-owned corporations. Yet, properly

---

* Member, Coolidge, Wall, Womsley & Lombard Co., LPA, Dayton, Ohio. B.A., St. Mary's University (Minnesota) 1966; J.D., University of Notre Dame, 1969; LL.M (Taxation), George Washington University, 1972; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1975. Member, bars of Ohio, Iowa, and District of Columbia.


2. The Tulia Feedlot operation spreads over 225 acres. Cattle are fed two or three times a day and will eat about twenty-two to twenty-eight pounds per day. Letter from John Van Pelt, Manager of Tulia Feedlot, Inc., to Merle F. Wilberding (April 4, 2004) (on file with the author).

3. Red River Authority of Texas, http://www.rra.dst.tx.us/misc/aboutbasin.cfm (last visited August 25, 2004). The Red River Basin has a total drainage area of 94,450 square miles, of which 24,463 square miles lie within Texas. *Id.* (The remaining drainage areas are in Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arkansas and Louisiana where it discharges into the Mississippi River.).


implemented *Tulia I* and its progeny\(^6\) can provide taxpayers a structure and procedure for compensating shareholders for the risk they assume in guaranteeing corporate obligations.

For most privately-owned corporations, shareholder guarantees of corporate obligations are a way of life, and shareholder guarantees are often an integral part of the ability of many corporations to conduct business. More attention needs to be given to the corporate and tax aspects of shareholder guarantees to insure that shareholders are properly compensated for the risks they assume and to insure that corporations are properly entitled to deductions as ordinary and necessary business expenses under Section 162 of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Code").\(^7\)

*Tulia Feedlot, Inc.* was incorporated in the State of Texas on March 29, 1963, with its business address in Tulia, Texas.\(^8\) Its purpose was to conduct cattle feeding operations which it established on land located about five miles south of the town of Tulia, Texas. In 1967, the Red River Authority of Texas created the Tulia Feedlot Reservoir by impounding the waters of the South Tule Draw with an earthen dam seventeen feet tall, with a crest length of 2,190 feet.\(^9\) Tulia Feedlot was one of many feedlot operations which were established in the 1950s and 1960s to take advantage of the abundant grain crops and other agricultural resources in that county.\(^10\) From its inception, the Tulia Feedlot operation grew rapidly and by 1970 it had reached its capacity of 28,000 head of cattle.\(^11\)

The nature of its operations was twofold. Primarily, it fed cattle owned by its customers.\(^12\) To keep the feedlot running at maximum efficiency, it also purchased and fed cattle for its own account.\(^13\) Feeding cattle for its own account required large amounts of credit to carry the acquisition and feeding costs of this part of the operation.\(^14\) To satisfy the financial in-

---


8. The articles of incorporation were filed on March 29, 1963. This information was found in the Public Records in the office of the Texas Secretary of State, available in LEXISNEXIS Library (last visited March 29, 2004).


12. *Id.* at 803.

13. *Id.*

14. *Id.*
stitutions, the corporation pledged the real estate, the cattle, and the inventory feed as collateral. In addition to that collateral, the financial institution also required personal guarantees of its shareholders.15 Twelve principal shareholders of Tulia Feedlot, Inc. owned ninety-nine percent of the outstanding stock of the corporation.16 From the outset of the borrowings, the personal guarantees of the corporate obligations by the principal shareholders was in proportion to their stock holdings, with a specific ceiling to each of their guarantees.17 This ceiling was set initially at $5,000 per principal shareholder, but gradually this amount increased to $150,000 per principal shareholder.18

The guarantees were made without any monetary recognition of the risk attendant thereto. When the ceiling was raised from $125,000 to $150,000 per guarantor, the board of directors voted at a regular meeting on July 14, 1970, to compensate the shareholder-guarantors an “annual fee equal to three percent of the amount guaranteed by him.”19 Each of the twelve shareholder-guarantors was also a director of the corporation and received $2,400 per year as a director fee.20 All together, the cumulative guarantee fees and director fees equaled $82,200 for that tax year, generating a loss for the corporation for the fiscal year ending August 31, 1970, in the amount of $6,309.07.21 The taxpayer deducted those guarantee fee payments, but the Commissioner disallowed the deductions, concluding that these payments constituted a distribution of property to its shareholders under section 31622 of the Code and that these payments were not an ordinary and necessary business expense under section 162 of the Code.23

15. Id.
16. Id. at 802-803. Eleven of these shareholders owned 280 shares each. The twelfth shareholder owned his 280 shares with his son; however, for purposes of this discussion, the combined holdings of the father and son will be considered as one principal shareholder. The holdings of the twelve principal shareholders equaled 3,360. In addition, there were twenty-two shares owned by employees of the corporation. Id.
17. Id. at 803.
18. Id.
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. I.R.C. § 316 (2005). Section 316 of the Code provides in relevant part that “the term ‘dividend’ means any distribution of property made by a corporation to its shareholders—(1) out of its earnings and profits accumulated after February 28, 1913, or (2) out of its earnings and profits of the taxable year . . . without regard to the amount of the earnings and profits at the time the distribution was made. Id. See also Daniel M. Schneider, Characterization and Assignment of Corporate and Shareholder Income, 14 N. ILL. L. REV. 133 (1994).
23. Tulia, 513 F.2d at 803-804. See supra note 7. Section 162 of the Code provides in relevant part that a taxpayer may deduct “all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business, including – (1) a reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation for personal services actually rendered.” Id.
When the Commissioner asserted the deficiency, the taxpayer paid the assessment, immediately filed for a refund, and then brought suit in the United States District Court located in nearby Lubbock, Texas. Since the Commissioner's disallowance of these claimed deductions carried with it the presumption of correctness the taxpayer had the burden to prove not only that the Commissioner was wrong but also to establish the underlying facts supporting the deduction. At trial there was evidence that the guarantee fee was approved before the taxpayer had determined its own profit or loss for the year. More importantly, there was testimony that the bank would not have made the loan without the guarantees and that the guarantors would not make the guarantees without the payment of a fee. Based on that testimony, the district court ruled the fee was properly deducted. On appeal, the Fifth Circuit held that the district court's findings were "clearly erroneous" because the taxpayer failed to introduce any evidence as to the "market price for guarantees for corporations of its type and size." Not content with setting that as a prerequisite for deductibility, the court went on to assert that the taxpayer failed to present any evidence "as to the possibility and likely cost of obtaining these guarantees in an arm's length transaction in the market." Setting that as the bar for deductibility enabled the Fifth Circuit

26. See, e.g., Lenox Clothes Shops v. Comm'r, 139 F.2d 56 (6th Cir. 1943).
27. The board of directors waited until eleven months of the tax year had passed before passing a resolution to pay a three percent fee on the entire credit line for the entire year. Tulia Feedlot, Inc. v. United States, 366 F. Supp 1089 (N.D. Tex 1973), rev'd, 513 F.2d 800 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 947 (1975). It appears that it was this hindsight declaration that may well have subjected the taxpayer to intense scrutiny by the Internal Revenue Service. Phrased another way, the silent suggestion is that if the corporation had been losing money after eleven months, it would not have paid any guarantee fee. So, the court may well have been influenced by this fact in concluding that this guarantee fee was a disguised dividend. See also infra note 76 and accompanying text.
28. Id. at 1092.
29. Id.
30. Under the "clearly erroneous" standard of review, "findings of fact, whether based on oral or documentary evidence, shall not be set aside unless clearly erroneous, and due regard shall be given to the opportunity of the trial court to judge the credibility of the witnesses." Fed. R. Civ. P. 52(a). In turn, the term "standard of review" means the extent to which a reviewing court will measure the findings of fact or conclusions of law that a trial court makes during the initial hearing. Richard H. W. Maloy, "Standards of Review" – Just a Tip of the Iceicle, 77 U. DET. MERCY L. REV. 603, 604 (2000). In United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 333 U.S. 364, 395 (1948), the Supreme Court ruled that "a finding is 'clearly erroneous' when, although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing court, on the entire evidence is left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed." See also Iceicle Seafoods v. Worthington, 475 U.S. 709 (1986).
31. Tulia Feedlot Inc. v. United States, 513 F.2d 800, 806 (5th Cir. 1975).
32. Id. It is perhaps this imposition that is the most far removed from the reality of the business world in terms of the practical aspects of what it takes to obtain a bank loan. In the real world, a bank which concludes that the corporate borrower does not have the financial statement to support the loan, will look for other financial support for the loan. If there is a corporate parent, it will request the parent corporation to guarantee the loan. But far more
to concluded tersely that the taxpayer failed to prove the essential elements of its case and that, therefore, the district court’s findings were clearly erroneous. The Supreme Court denied certiorari.

_Tulia I_ was followed by another Texas cattle feedlot case, _Olton Feed Yard v. United States_. In this case, the taxpayer was a corporation organized in 1969 and headquartered in Olton, Texas. The stock was issued to approximately twenty individuals, five of whom were directors who owned about one-half of the outstanding stock. To construct the feed yard facilities, the corporation set up a line of credit with the Production Credit Association of Plainview (the “PCA”) that required each of the shareholders to sign a guarantee agreement in proportion to his stock ownership in the corporation. When the feedlot expanded its operation to include the construction of grain elevators so that it could purchase and store large amounts of grain, the corporation went back to the PCA for a line of credit in the amount of $3,300,000, the estimated cost for grain sufficient to fill the elevators to seventy-five percent of their capacity. When this line of credit was set up, the management called a shareholders’ meeting to seek approval and to tell them that “a reasonable fee, the amount of which would be determined at a later date, would be paid to them for their guarantees.” Based on that representation, all shareholders signed the guarantee agreements, although most (but not all) shareholders testified that they probably would have signed them without the promise of a fee in order to protect or enhance their investment in the corporation.

The board of directors in _Olton Feed Yard_ did not set the amount of the guarantee fee until August, 1974, almost one year after the guarantees were provided. The board, after checking with representatives of other feedlots, bankers, and lenders as to an appropriate guarantee fee, set the fee at 3 3/4 % of the entire line of credit ($3,300,000), even though the outstanding loan balance never exceeded $1,540,000. Accordingly, the corporation paid out $123,750 in guarantee fees and deducted the fees as ordinary

---

33. _Id._
34. _Id._
36. _Id._
37. _Id._
38. _Id._
39. _Id._
40. _Id._
41. _Id._
42. _Id._
43. _Id._
and necessary expenses under section 162 of the Code. The crucial question was whether these fees were "necessary" in light of the evidence that the shareholders signed the guarantees almost a year in advance of knowing the amount of the fee and the testimony from most shareholders that they would have personally guaranteed the loans without any fee in order to protect their investment. The jury found that these fees were paid pro rata based on each shareholder's stockholdings and, therefore, the fees were, in effect, dividends, and not deductible by the corporation.

The taxpayer appealed to the Fifth Circuit, asserting that the evidence did not support the verdict. In reviewing the case, the appellate court noted that whether a corporate distribution is a dividend or not is generally a question of fact, and noted that with particular emphasis that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue's determination carries with it a presumption of correctness, forcing the taxpayer to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the Commissioner's determination is wrong. The Fifth Circuit favorably quoted Tulia I, although it did note that there were some differences between the evidence in these two feedlot cases. It concluded that there was ample evidence for the jury to conclude that these payments were indeed dividends.

Even while the Olton Feed Yard case was being appealed, the taxpayer from Tulia I was back in litigation on this same issue. For fiscal years 1976 and 1977, the taxpayer in Tulia I deducted guarantor fees of $26,140.50 and $33,004.10, respectively, relating to a line of credit with the PCA. The Internal Revenue Service again disallowed the deductions, determined that they constituted dividends, and issued statutory notices of deficiency. Again, the taxpayer paid the deficiency, and sought a refund.

44. See supra note 7. Section 162 of the Code provides in relevant part that a taxpayer may deduct "all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business."
45. Olton, 592 F.2d at 275.
46. Hardin v. United States, 461 F.2d 865, 872 (5th Cir. 1972).
48. In Tulia I there was no evidence that the amount of the fees were reasonable, while in Olton Feed Yard the government did not challenge the reasonableness of the payments as guarantor's fees. Olton, 592 F.2d at 275. The court went on to note that in Olton Feed Yard it appeared that the decision to pay and the amount to pay was not determined until the eleventh month of the fiscal year, after the corporation realized that it had substantial taxable income. Id. at 276. In making the distinction, the court again favorably quoted Tulia I to the effect that the presence of reasonableness of the fee is not dispositive, although the absence of such evidence would be dispositive. Id.; Tulia Feedlot v. United States, 513 F.2d 800, 806 (5th Cir. 1975).
49. Olton, 592 F.2d at 276.
51. Once the Internal Revenue Service issues its statutory notice of deficiency, the taxpayer has ninety days in which to submit a petition to the Tax Court or the assessment becomes fixed. I.R.C § 6213(a) (2005). The taxpayer's alternative is to pay the tax, make a
However, instead of suing for a refund in the United States District Court, the taxpayer sued for a refund in the United States Court of Claims. The taxpayer was met with a motion for summary judgment by the Commissioner, based on a theory of collateral estoppel since, in the Commissioner's view, this case had been decided adversely to the taxpayer in *Tulia I*. However, in an order ("*Tulia II*") dated September 10, 1982, the Court of Claims found that there were significant and disputed facts in *Tulia II* that were different from the facts in *Tulia I*. Accordingly, the taxpayer deserved the opportunity to proceed with its case for refund.

Because of the statutory realignment of the judicial administration of claims against the United States, the case known as *Tulia II* was transferred from the Court of Claims to the newly established Claims Court where the case became known as "*Tulia III.*" This time the taxpayer had different and better facts to support its argument. The Claims Court noted the following as significant differences in the facts present in *Tulia III* than the facts present in *Tulia I*:

---
52. Once the taxpayer has made its claim for refund, it must wait at least six months to file a suit for refund, unless the Internal Revenue Service earlier rejects its claim, in which case it can immediately file. I.R.C. §§ 6532(a)(1), 7422(a) (2005). The taxpayer then has its choice as to whether to file its refund suit in the U.S. District Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1346(a)(1) or to file in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1491(a)(1). *Id.*
53. As one author described this issue, "collateral estoppel should apply to as many issues as possible to eliminate repetitive litigation. On the other hand, the doctrine should be applied narrowly enough to ensure each party a fair hearing on all issues." Charles A. Heckman, *Collateral Estoppel as the Answer to Multiple Litigation Problems in Federal Tax Law: Another View of Sunnen and The Evergreens*, 19 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 230, 234 (1968). See also Commissioner v. Sunnen, 333 U.S. 591 (1948); The Evergreens v. Nunan, 141 F.2d 927 (2nd Cir. 1944); Tait v. Western Maryland Ry Co., 289 U.S. 620 (1933); Limbach v. Hooven & Allison, 466 U.S. 353 (1984); Note, *Collateral Estoppel: Loosening the Mutuality Rule in Tax Litigation*, 73 MICH. L. REV. 604 (1975).
56. Because of that technicality, *Tulia II* was reduced to an order denying summary judgment. The order does not express new law, except for its express finding that the enforcement by the Internal Revenue Service of *Tulia I* would not be a matter of law, but indeed would be a case by case analysis of the facts to determine whether the guarantee fees paid out in any one case were ordinary and necessary business expenses or whether they were distributions to shareholders treated as dividends. 231 Ct. Cl. at 972-973. From time to time, *Tulia I*, *Tulia II*, and *Tulia III* will collectively be referred to as the "*Tulia Feedlot Cases.*"
The board of directors unsuccessfully sought loan sources that would not require individual guarantees, and were able to identify three banks in addition to the PCA.\(^{57}\)

The board of directors unsuccessfully sought independent non-shareholder parties who would be willing and financially able to guarantee the corporation's loans from the PCA.\(^{58}\)

The guarantor fees were based on the amounts of the guarantees and not on the amounts of stock owned by the guarantors.\(^{59}\)

The guarantors were unwilling to provide the required guarantees unless they received guarantor fees of three percent and this was agreed to by the corporation.\(^{60}\)

On the basis of the evidence presented at trial in Tulia III, the Claims Court, although recognizing that transactions between a corporation and its shareholders are subject to special scrutiny,\(^{61}\) still concluded and found that the guarantor fees which the corporation paid to shareholders for fiscal years 1976 and 1977 were ordinary in the sense that they were of a known type and commonly made by persons in the type of business carried

---

57. All of these potential sources for loans informed the directors that no loan would be made to the corporation unless it was personally guaranteed in full by individuals having adequate financial resources to make good on the commitments (83-2 U.S.T.C. at 87,837).

58. The taxpayer did present evidence that it sought non-shareholders to act as guarantors. Clearly, this was an effort to address one complaint in Tulia I which seemed to suggest that taxpayers could find that type of person. Tulia Feedlot Inc. v. United States, 513 F.2d 800, 806 (5th Cir. 1975). See also Jones v. Comm'r, 19 TCM (CCH) 1561 (1960). This prescription by the Fifth Circuit in Tulia I is, in the author's view, a requirement that seems totally unrealistic in the corporate and financial world. Perhaps the biggest reason for the difficulty in finding such a person is, in the author's view, that the person would be subjected to potential liability for defaults when in all likelihood that person would not be in a position to control the actions of the borrower.

59. The eleven directors owned equal amounts of the corporation's stock. Eight of those directors guaranteed $200,000 each. Two directors guaranteed only $50,000, and the other director guaranteed $150,000. 83-2 U.S.T.C. at 87838. Consequently, the court noted that the "guarantor fees were based on the amounts of the guarantees, and not on the amounts of stock owned by the guarantors. This discredits the defendant's argument that the guarantor fees were really dividends in disguise." Id.

60. There is little doubt that the taxpayer and its board of directors had approached this issue in 1976 and 1977 in a very different manner than it had during tax years 1970 and 1971 which were under review in Tulia I. Indeed, when the opinion in Tulia I was released by the Fifth Circuit on June 2, 1975, it certainly highlighted the evidentiary points that the taxpayer needed to address when it authorized new guarantor fees in August of 1976 and 1977, and seems like the corporation attempted to provide all of the evidence in 1976 and 1977 that the Fifth Circuit said was missing in Tulia I. 513 F. 2d at 805-806

61. See, e.g., Dillin v. United States, 433 F.2d 1097 (5th Cir. 1970).
on by the corporation, were necessary in the sense that they were appropriate to conduct its operations, and were reasonable in amount. Finally, the taxpayer had an acceptable structure for it to go forward with an on-going procedure for paying fees to guarantors of its corporate obligations.

How did the Internal Revenue Service react? It reacted like any tax practitioner would expect it to react. It issued several technical advice memoranda that it used to narrow the scope of Tulia III and reinforce the narrow scope of Tulia I and Olton Feed Yard. In 1982, the Service gave a limited approval for guarantees fees paid only to shareholders guaranteeing the debt when their ownership was thirty-one percent of the outstanding stock. Even at that, the Service withheld any ruling or guidance on the amount of guarantee fee that would be acceptable to the Service, ruling “that the fair market value of the guarantees in question is a factual issue... to be determined by a consideration of all of the facts and circumstances involved.”

The Service followed this up in 1986 with two adverse technical memoranda. In the first, the taxpayer corporation paid guarantee fees to its shareholders in proportion to their shareholdings and the fees were based on the outstanding line of credit. In analyzing the applicable law, the Service relied heavily on Tulia I and Olton Feed Yard, and tended to ignore Tulia II and Tulia III. The Service emphasized its perspective that the use of shareholder guarantees would seemingly be the result of “choices made by the shareholders as to how to capitalize and finance their corporation” which, in turn, suggested that any guarantee was really “a means of protecting and enhancing the shareholders' investment.” It is apparent that this part of the analysis by the Service was rooted in its belief that shareholders would be

62. 83-2 U.S.T.C. at 837, 838. This was a very hard fought victory for the taxpayer. In Tulia I, the taxpayer took its suit for refund through the district court, the court of appeals, and an appeal for certiorari to the United States Supreme Court. Tulia Feedlot, Inc. v. United States, 366 F. Supp. 1089 (N.D. Tex 1973), rev'd, 513 F.2d 800 (5th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 423 U.S. 947 (1975). In Tulia III, the taxpayer first filed suit in the Court of Claims and there survived a motion for summary judgment. Tulia Feedlot, Inc. v. United States, 3 Cl. Ct. 971 (1982). The case was then transferred to the Claims Court where the taxpayer tried the case and this time was vindicated in its position. Tulia Feedlot, Inc. v. United States, 3 Cl. Ct. 364, 83-2 U.S.T.C. ¶ 9516 (US Ct. Cl. 1983).
64. I.R.S. Priv. Ltr. Rul. 82-10-005 (Nov. 27, 1981).
65. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
making a conscious decision not to borrow funds personally and then to con-tribute them to the corporation in order to finance their company’s expansion.71

The restrictive interpretations by the Internal Revenue Service in these private letter rulings imposed a high evidentiary standard that was, arguably, outside the practical banking and finance world. If upheld, the position of the Service would take away the vitality of the Tulia Feedlot Cases. In short, the Service seemingly wanted to eviscerate Tulia III and let the theory of a deductible guarantee fee die from administrative starvation—or, to coin a phrase, to remove the hay from the Tulia Feedlot Cases.

It is not unusual for the Internal Revenue Service to demand adherence to requirements that seem beyond the ordinary and necessary conditions of the marketplace.72 So, too, in this case. The imposition by the Internal Revenue Service of the shareholder-guarantor requirements suggests that it will demand facts that are more surreal than real. For example, in Private Letter Ruling 8610009 and in Private Letter Ruling 8610010 the pre-conditions for deductibility demanded by the Internal Revenue Service are simply conditions that are virtually non-existent in the market place:

- Proof that taxpayer sought guarantees from non-shareholders.
- Proof that guarantee fees are common practice in taxpayer’s industry.

71. Id. While that observation may be present in some instances, it ignores the practical realities of the financial world—a world in which banks and credit institutions insist as a matter of policy that shareholders must guarantee corporate borrowing if there is any concern about the independent credit support of the corporation. Telephone interview with Thomas E. Winning, President and Chief Executive Officer of First National Bank of Germantown, in Ohio (May 3, 2004).

• Proof that the guarantee rate reasonably approximates the accepted guarantee rate in the industry.\textsuperscript{73}

Yet, given the message in these technical memoranda, the taxpayer is pressured to generate evidence on each of these points if for nothing but to take away those arguments from the Internal Revenue Service. This forces the taxpayer to write letters to a number of lending institutions seeking loans without guarantees, then to write letters to unrelated corporations and individuals requesting them to guarantee the loans even though they have no interest in the borrowing entity, and finally, to find a witness who will be able to testify that a guarantee fee is appropriate in the taxpayer's industry, however that industry may be defined. Those demands by the Internal Revenue Service seem to be artificial barriers for taxpayers that do not reflect the lending practices in the commercial world. The technical memoranda issued by the Internal Revenue Service should continue to be challenged by taxpayers with arguments (and evidence if necessary) that those are the wrong standards to be applied. Indeed, in some instances, they seem to require the taxpayer to prove the negative, e.g., establishing that no other person or entity will guarantee this particular corporate loan. Instead of that sophistry, the more appropriate focus ought to be on the reasons why a shareholder guarantee is an "ordinary and necessary" part of many bank loans to small closely-held corporations.

When the \textit{Tulia Feedlot} cases are re-examined, it becomes clear that there is still some hay to be made in those cases. They can be used to construct a plan for deductibility that is supported by case law and supported by experience in the market place. And this can be done within the limits of the Internal Revenue Service's legitimate concerns about looking closely at the deductibility of corporate payments to shareholders. Accepting the fact of life that the realities of life never fit the mold exactly, it still should be a goal which the taxpayer seeks to satisfy in any case in which the corporation is expected to pay a fee to a shareholder to compensate him for guaranteeing a corporate loan from an outside lender. These key planning concepts are as follows:

• Put the guarantee fee agreement in place before the loan is closed, \textit{i.e.}, include it in the initial negotiations.

• Document that Bank will not loan without guarantee.

\textsuperscript{73} The Tax Court proclaimed similar barriers in Harrison and Sons, Inc. v. Comm'r, 86 T.C.M. (CCH) 246, (2003), Tax Ct. cert. denied, (2003) (citing Olton Feed Yard, Inc. v. United States, 592 F. 2d 272 (5th Cir. 1979), Tulia Feedlot, Inc. v. United States, 513 F. 2d 800 (5th Cir. 1975), Fong v. Comm'r, T.C.M., 1984-402, aff'd without published opinion, 816 F. 2d 684 (9th Cir. 1987), and Seminole Thriftway, Inc. v. United States, 42 Fed. Cl. 584 (1998)).
• Not all Shareholders should be guarantors.

• The amount of each shareholder guarantee should not be in proportion to the shareholdings of the corporation.

• Establish a reasonable fee for the guarantee, perhaps pricing it somewhat like the fees applicable to a standby letter of credit.

These key planning elements can and should be incorporated into the corporate thinking of any closely-held corporation which anticipates that its lender will require personal guarantees of one or more of its shareholders. The important point is that these concepts must be adopted before the loan is closed and before the personal guarantees are made. When these planning concepts are analyzed in the context of their occurrence in the commercial banking world, and when these planning concepts are compared to other facets of the commercial banking world, it will become clear that shareholder guarantees of corporate banking loans are ordinary and necessary elements to bank loans in today's commercial banking world.

Even when the courts and Service accept the argument that a shareholder guarantee is appropriate in the industry and necessary to secure the loan, there is recurring discussion about the amount of the guarantee.74 In Tulia III a shareholder guarantee fee of three percent of the average outstanding balance was accepted, while in Tulia I a shareholder guarantee fee of three percent was rejected.75 The second part of that discussion centers on whether the shareholder guarantee fee should be based on the full amount of the approved line of credit, or on only that amount of the line of credit which is actually disbursed and outstanding during the tax year in question.

In Tulia I, the Fifth Circuit observed that in the 1970 tax year, the taxpayer corporation paid "to each of the shareholder-guarantors an annual


75. While it can be noted that the rate of pay in both Tulia I and Tulia III was three percent, and that in Tulia I that rate was based on the entire credit line while in Tulia III that rate was based on the average outstanding line, it does not necessarily follow that those distinctions are critical to the decision. A reading of both cases in their entirety suggests that in both cases it was a totality of the circumstances that lead to their respective differing conclusions. Compare 75-2 U.S.T.C. at 87, 533, with 83-2 U.S.T.C. at 87,837.

76. In Olton Feed Yard, Inc. v. Comm’r, 592 F.2d 272, 274 (5th Cir.1979), the guarantor fee was 3 1/2% of the entire credit line. It is important to note that this rate was higher than any other rate in the guarantor fee cases.

77. See supra note 27 and accompanying text; see also supra notes 24 through 33 and accompanying text.
fee equal to 3 percent of the amount guaranteed by him." The court went on to note that the amounts actually guaranteed by the shareholders were considerably less. When Tulia Feedlot litigated that same shareholder guarantee fee issue in *Tulia III* for the 1976 and 1977 tax years, the Claims Court observed that the taxpayer corporation paid "3 percent of the average annual outstanding indebtedness of the corporation to the [lender] . . . ." Since the taxpayer lost the issue in *Tulia I*, but won the issue in *Tulia III*, some commentators have observed that the key to success is to make sure that the measure of the guarantor fee must be tied to the actual outstanding loan balance and not the total line of credit. This conclusion is premised on a theory that:

[A] loan guarantor is never exposed to a risk of loss that exceeds the outstanding balance owed to the lender. [Consequently,] while it would be reasonable to base the fee payment amount on the outstanding balance, it would not be reasonable to base the fee amount on the total line of credit extended.

In comparing *Tulia I* with *Tulia III* it has been suggested that this theory of "basing the fee payment on the total line of credit will usually lead to an unreasonably high fee payment amount." Certainly those factual differences between *Tulia I* and *Tulia III* existed. But, it does not necessarily follow that those factual differences did or should control differences in outcome. More importantly, those factual differences should not control the differences in outcome. This concept of fair compensation for level of risk needs to be examined because it is an important element in the determination of whether the guarantee fee payment is reasonable.

78. *Tulia Feedlot Inc. v. United States*, 513 F.2d 800, 803 (5th Cir. 1975).
79. *Id.*
82. *Id.*
83. *Id.* at n.24.
84. In *Elliotts, Inc. v. Comm'r*, 716 F.2d 1241, 1247 (9th Cir. 1983), the Ninth Circuit posited that "reasonableness" depended on whether this type of payment would be acceptable to an "independent investor." In *Elliotts*, the question was whether compensation paid to a chief executive who was also the sole shareholder was reasonable compensation and therefore deductible or whether it was unreasonable and therefore non-taxable dividends:

In such a situation . . . it is appropriate to evaluate the compensation payments from the perspective of a hypothetical independent shareholder. If the bulk of the corporation's earnings are being paid out in the form of compensation, so that the corporate profits, after payment of the compensation, do not represent a reasonable return on the shareholder's equity in
It is important to remember that if a shareholder agrees to guarantee a $100,000 corporate line of credit, he has assumed a $100,000 risk, and it should matter little that at the point in time that the Internal Revenue Service audits the transaction there is only $50,000 outstanding on the line of credit. That snapshot in time ignores that these types of borrowings may go from zero to the full line throughout the life of the line of credit. Equally important is the recognition that the shareholder-guarantor has used up $100,000 of his personal credit capacity, and he should be compensated for that.

Because of those factors, the better argument is that the level of risk is better measured by the full amount of the credit line than it is by the actual outstanding balance during the year. The reasons for making this conclusion are twofold: First, from the guarantor’s standpoint, he is giving up a certain amount of his creditworthiness and the amount he is giving up is the full amount of his guarantee—not the amount that happens to be outstanding at any one time. Once the guarantor has committed to the full amount, he has signed away that much credit and the actual amount drawn down will no longer be under his control. This is further illustrated by the following example: If a guarantor has guaranteed a $1,000,000 line of credit with only $300,000 of that line outstanding, other financial institutions will look at his credit as being burdened with a $1,000,000 contingent liability, not a $300,000 contingent liability. Therefore, the guarantor’s fee should be based on the outstanding line, i.e., the full amount of the standby letter of credit—not the actual amount outstanding—should be the measure of the fee.

The second reason for using the full amount of the guarantee as the proper measure comes from the other side of the same transaction. From the corporation’s standpoint, it is buying a source of credit. From the corporation’s standpoint, a guarantee as a source of credit is very similar to the purchase of a standby letter of credit. Consequently the commitment fee and the guarantee fee should have the same legal structure. Once that analogy is accepted, it follows that a guarantor’s fee (that has the same structure as a commitment fee for a standby letter of credit) should be accepted by the reviewing courts as a reasonable ordinary and necessary expense.

the corporation, then an independent shareholder would probably not approve of the compensation arrangement.

Id. In many ways the appearance of this “reasonable man” standard in tax cases harkens back to the “reasonable man” standard typically used in tort litigation. But, it does permit the reviewing courts to use their common sense in evaluating what is often very subjective testimony by the interested parties.

From the perspective of the guaranteeing shareholder, an analysis of the true effect a personal guarantee has on the ability of the guarantor to obtain other sources of credit will help understand the nature and effect a personal guarantee has on the guarantor’s credit status. There are few persons in our country who have sufficient assets and or income to support unlimited credit. The rest of the population has a limited amount of credit that he (or she) can support. This discussion will assume only that portion of the population. Every use of credit consumes some credit. Despite the prevailing doctrine that “shareholder guarantees of corporate loans are costless transactions” until the guarantor makes an out-of-pocket payment, that gossamer theory does not hold together. Not only does it not hold together, it is economic fiction. When a person guarantees the loan of another person (such as a corporation owned in part by that same person), he is using up a portion of his personal credit. It follows that if a person is allocating the use of his creditworthiness to a corporation he is giving up a portion of his ability to borrow for his own direct purposes. That is the nature of what he is giving up and for which he should be compensated. This may well be called the “opportunity cost” incurred by personally guaranteeing a corporate loan. The guarantor is giving up the ability to use that credit for another opportunity.

Any banker or other lender can readily appreciate this. When a lender decides to extend credit, it must take into account how many other extensions of credit the applicant already has consumed. To the extent that the applicant is already over extended with outstanding liabilities or with contingent liabilities (such as loans that have been personally guaranteed), the applicant becomes a weaker credit because the applicant may not have the financial resources to satisfy all of his liabilities (real or contingent) in the event they actualize and come due. Certainly, there is a judgment factor in deciding whether to extend credit, but to the extent that the lender

87. Id.
88. Id. at 521.
89. “It is fallacious to adhere to the economic fiction that guarantees are costless to their makers.” Id.
90. Id. at 520.
91. Telephone interview with Thomas E. Winning, President and Chief Executive Officer of First National Bank of Germantown, in Ohio (May 3, 2004).
92. A weak credit may be enhanced by a guarantee of the debt by a third party. Robert D. Aicher, Deborah L. Cotton & TK Kahn, Credit Enhancement: Letters of Credit, Guaranties, Insurance and Swaps (The Clash of Cultures), 59 BUS LAW. 897, 912-913 (2004). Bankers rarely use a simple guarantee because of the defenses that would otherwise be available to the guarantor in the event that the bank demanded payment from the guarantor. The banks generally protect themselves against these types of defenses by exacting at the time the loan is made a signed waiver of one or more defenses. Id. at 914-915. Alternatively, the banks may simply require the “guarantor” to co-sign the loan.
must take into account the nature and amount of the contingent liabilities of the applicant, it will take into account the amount of the full credit line, not just the amount of the outstanding balance at the time of the credit decision.\textsuperscript{93}

From the perspective of the borrowing corporation, an analysis of the nature of what the corporation is acquiring by the guarantee will help explain the nature and effect of its agreement to pay a fee to a guarantor (shareholder or otherwise) for helping provide credit to the corporation. In some ways, the payment of a guarantee fee by a borrowing corporation is a payment for the acquisition of credit in the market place. Without the personal guarantee of the shareholder, the corporation cannot acquire credit in the market place. But, if the corporation pays a fee to a guarantor, that corporation has credit at its disposal, which it can use if the case arises. That is a very critical point in justifying the deductibility of that payment for federal income tax purposes.

Another way to illustrate why a guarantee fee is deductible is to compare how it functions with a letter of credit.\textsuperscript{94} Letters of credit, of course, have been a part of banking and commerce for hundreds of years.\textsuperscript{95} Letters of credit were originally premised on the commercial fact of life that reputable banks did provide financial credibility and assurance to those sellers who were unfamiliar with distant buyers and wanted to look to a bank to assure themselves of getting paid.\textsuperscript{96} Banks developed a financial instrument that enabled the banks to rely on a pre-approved draft if it was accompanied by a requisite document such as a bill of lading.\textsuperscript{97} Moreover, it provided a

\begin{notes}
\item 93. \textit{Id.}
\item 94. One good discussion provided this description and definition of a letter of credit:

A "letter of credit" is, essentially, a promise by a bank or other issuer of the letter of credit (the "issuer") to pay money to a stated beneficiary (the "beneficiary") on behalf of a third party (the "applicant") upon satisfaction of the condition or conditions specified in the letter of credit. In order to draw upon the letter of credit (i.e., to receive payment from the issuer), a beneficiary is generally required to present the letter of credit to the issuer, together with such documents as the terms of the letter of credit require. The issuer will then either honor such draw request (i.e., make payment to the beneficiary) or dishonor such draw request (i.e., not make payment to the beneficiary.)

\item 96. \textit{Id.}
\item 97. \textit{Id.}
\end{notes}
mechanism for the banks to exact commitment fees and thereby add a source of income.

Letters of credit continue to provide the major source of funds transfer in trade, especially international trade. Over time, the structure of letters of credit has expanded into a number of variations of providing a means of funds transfer. The biggest variation in the development of letters of credit became the “standby letter of credit” which was developed in the capital bond markets to provide assurance to the bondholders that the issuer would make the payments. This credit enhancing technique has been extended to any situation in which the selling party wants an assured payment in the event that the primary obligor defaults or otherwise fails to timely pay in accordance with the contract.

Letters of credit and shareholder guarantees both provide credit enhancement to the borrower. Indeed, when a guarantee is recognized as a collateral promise by the guarantor to pay the debt or obligation of the underlying obligor for the benefit of the lender, the guarantee becomes remarkably similar to a letter of credit. The standby letter of credit is strikingly similar to the individual guarantee of a corporate loan. Both the guarantee and the standby letter of credit provide a source of credit in the event that the primary obligor fails to pay.

In some ways, the functional structure of a standby letter of credit is remarkably similar to the functional structure of a shareholder’s guarantee of a corporate loan. In each instance, an obligor is acquiring credit in the marketplace, either through an individual guarantee or by acquiring a standby letter of credit. Functionally, both the individual guarantee and the

---

98. Id.
99. Id. at 902.
102. Id.; FDIC v. University Ancloite, 764 F.2d 804, 806 (11th Cir. 1985).
103. Id.
104. From an enforcement standpoint, there are certainly more defenses available to a guarantee than to a letter of credit. There are no defenses available to a letter of credit except the following: “(i) a non-conforming demand for payment; (ii) forgery; and (iii) material fraud.” Id. at 918.
105. Id.
106. Section 5-103(1)(a) of the Uniform Commercial Code defines a letter of credit as “an engagement by a bank or other person made at the request of a customer . . . that the issuer will honor drafts or other demands for payment upon compliance with the conditions specified in the credit.” U.C.C. §5-103(1)(a). If the letter of credit is conditioned upon a default in the performance of a separate obligation to the beneficiary of the letter of credit, it is com-
standby letter of credit support the perceived weakness in the credit of the third party obligor. In evaluating their function, letters of credit and shareholder-guaranteed loans both can be reduced to a triangle outline. Both of these credit sources are composed of three separate legal relationships. In the letter of credit triangle, the first is the contractual relationship comprising the basic transaction—the contract between a buyer and seller for the sale of a product, usually commercial goods. The second contractual relationship is the inducement of the bank by the buyer to issue a standby letter of credit in order to assure the seller that it will be paid. The standby letter of credit itself serves as a document by which the bank legally assures the seller that it will be paid if the buyer defaults in its obligation to pay for the product.

In this instance, the original seller is the beneficiary of the standby letter of credit. This triangular relationship can be illustrated by Chart I below.

The standby letter of credit charted below in Chart I has a very similar functional structure as the typical shareholder-guaranteed corporate borrowing outlined below in Chart II. In the shareholder-guarantor situation, the lending bank serves as the “seller” in that it is selling the use of money to the corporate borrower that is functioning as the “buyer.” The guaranteeing shareholder serves in the same function as the bank which issues the standby letter of credit, but in this case, the guaranteeing shareholder is issuing his “guarantee” that the lender will be paid if the “buyer” defaults in its obligation to pay for the loan product. And, of course, the lending bank is the “beneficiary” of this guarantee. Chart II below illustrates that same functional triangle.


109. *Id.* at 72.

110. *Id.*
When the relationships are reduced to this simple triangle, it becomes readily apparent that the shareholder guarantee of a corporate loan is conceptually similar to a corporation buying credit in the marketplace by acquiring a standby letter of credit.\footnote{See, e.g., Boris Kozolchyk, *The Emerging Law of Standby Letters of Credit and Bank Guarantees*, 24 *Az. L. Rev.* 319 (1982); Christopher Leon, *Letters of Credit: A Primer*, 45 *Md. L. Rev.* 432 (1986). See also Reade H. Ryan, Jr., *Letters of Credit Supporting Debt for Borrowed Money: The Standby as Backup*, 100 *Banking L.J.* 404 (1983).} Both the individual guarantee of the corporate obligation and the standby letter of credit give rise to a secondary liability\footnote{Ronald A. Anderson, *Uniform Commercial Code* §5-102: 25, 258 (3d ed. 1993); New York Life Ins. Co. v Hartford Nat'l Bank & Trust, 378 A.2d 562 (Conn. 1977); Dubuque Packing, Co. v Fitzgibbon, 599 P.2d 440 (Okla. 1979).} which actualizes only upon the default of the primary obligor.\footnote{See, e.g., Stringer Constr., Co. v. Am. Ins., Co., 430 N.E.2d 1 (Ill. App. 1981).}

While those two triangles illustrate the similarities between the standby letter of credit and the shareholder guarantee of a corporate loan, they also illustrate the weakness that the Internal Revenue Service has been targeting in its attacks on shareholder guarantee fees. While the functional relationship between the borrower and the guaranteeing shareholder is the same as the functional relationship between the buyer and the bank in the standby letter of credit situation, there is all too often no documentation reflecting the implicit agreement between the borrowing corporation and its guaranteeing shareholder.

Under a standby letter of credit, a borrowing corporation pays a fee—usually in the range 0.75% to 1.25%\footnote{Telephone interview with Tom Winning, President and Chief Executive Officer, First National Bank of Germantown, in Ohio (May 3, 2004).}—to a lender for the issuance of the standby letter. This enables the borrowing corporation to have that amount of credit at its disposal if and when the need for credit materializes.\footnote{Letters of credit typically are one of two types: commercial letters of credit used to make payment in commercial transactions, especially international transactions, and standby letters of credit used to assure payment in the event the primary obligor fails to pay. “While both types of letters of credit can resemble guarantees because credit support is provided for a principal obligor, . . . standby letters of credit almost always involve credit support [in the same way as a personal guarantee]” David S. Miller, *Federal Income Tax Consequences of Guarantees: A Comprehensive Framework for Analysis*, 48 *Tax L. Rev.* 103, 108 (1994).} The key point in the letter of credit analogy is that the commitment fee is paid whether or not the line of credit is ever drawn upon.\footnote{Cf, Christopher Leon, *Letters of Credit: A Primer*, 45 *Md. L. Rev.* 432 (1986).} Indeed, when the bank is issuing the standby letter of credit, in effect the bank is providing “standby credit” and it typically imposes two charges: a standby fee for making the credit available and, if necessary, a draw down fee for actually disbursing the credit.

Banks impose two charges on issuers for letters of credit: commitment fees and draw-down fees. The commitment fee, a one-time payment at
the time of the issue, usually ranges from ¼ % to 1 % of the amount of debt. The draw-down rate is the interest rate the bank charges in the future if the letter of credit is actually drawn on. Banks usually charge their prime rate plus one percent on loans drawn under the letter of credit.  

Standby letters of credit, and the commitment fees and draw-down fees associated with them, are a routine part of trade and commerce in the world of corporate financing. There is no doubt but that these fees are accepted without question as ordinary and necessary expenses by the paying corporations, and that the Internal Revenue Service accepts them as routine payments, fully deductible to the paying corporation. This analysis supports a recommendation that a corporation considering shareholder guarantees should establish as part of its fact gathering process the cost of standby letters of credit in its community. Then, the corporation can use those fee structures to construct its own guarantee fee plan and present it to the target guarantors.

From a tax perspective, corporations seeking guarantees from their shareholders need to adopt the triangle offense and prepare their play book to implement the standby letter of credit as a model and then document that relationship in the same way that letters of credit are documented. That documentation will reflect a contractual relationship that had previously been unstated and, to the Internal Revenue Service, had previously been unsupportable. The deductibility of commitment fees for letters of credit has long been accepted as a routine "ordinary and necessary" business expense. In order to appropriately document these claimed deductions,


118. Perhaps letters of credit are not as common in trade and commerce as guarantees, particularly in the lending area, but they are an integral part of many major commercial financings. For a related discussion of guarantees generally used in the marketplace, see David S. Miller, Federal Income Tax Consequences of Guarantees: A Comprehensive Framework for Analysis, 48 TAX LAW. 103 (1994). As was noted by David S. Miller in this article:

Guarantees are among the most prevalent financial arrangements in the marketplace. Not only are they common in major commercial financings, but parents also often guarantee the debts of their children, shareholders and partners routinely guarantee the debts of their corporations and partnerships, and governmental entities guarantee the indebtedness of individuals, corporations, and other sovereigns.

119. Rev. Rul. 54-43, 1954-1 C.B. 119. In issuing that ruling, the Internal Revenue Service made clear that the commitment fee did not constitute "interest" and therefore was not deductible under Section 163 of the Internal Revenue Code, but was deductible under Section
both taxpayers and tax practitioners should adopt a practice of insuring that the following legal elements are in place before any shareholder guarantees are signed.

- Pass a corporate resolution of the board of directors approving the payment of a guarantee fee and the reasons it is approving the guarantee fee.¹²¹

- Execute a guarantee fee commission agreement between the corporation and the guarantor before the loan is closed and funds disbursed.¹²²

- Establish a guarantee fee that recognizes the purchase of credit in the same way that paying a commitment fee purchases a standby letter of credit.

---

¹⁶² as an ordinary and necessary business expense as long as it was related to the taxpayer's business. The limitation imposed was that the commitment fees paid had to be deducted ratably over the term of the loan period. See also Rev. Rul. 81-160, 1981 C.B. 312; Rev. Rul. 69-455, 1969-2 C.B. 9; John Harllee, Jr., “Interest Expense Deductions,” 536-2nd Tax Mgmt. Portfolio A-21 (2003).

¹²⁰. In Republic Petroleum Corp. v. United States, 397 F. Supp. 900, 924, (D. La. 1975), aff'd, 613 F.2d 518 (5th Cir. 1980), the district court disallowed as deductible payments made to three individuals “allegedly for guaranteeing certain unspecified loans made to finance the purchase of the stock.” Id. at 924. These claimed deductions were disallowed because of the “taxpayer's failure to introduce any evidence pertaining to the details of the alleged loan guarantees.” Id. at 925. That absence left the court in the dark “as to how much each individual undertook to guarantee or under what terms or why guarantees were necessary.” Id.

¹²¹. A corporate resolution by a board of directors might include the following language:

WHEREAS, the Corporation desires credit from XYZ Bank to conduct its operations;

WHEREAS, the Corporation cannot obtain credit from XYZ Bank without a guarantor; and

WHEREAS, John Doe is willing to guarantee a non-pro rata portion of the Corporation's bank loan if he is compensated for the risks incurred and for the personal credit consumed,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That to induce John Doe to sign a personal guarantee of a $100,000 portion (the “Guaranteed Portion”) of the Corporation's $500,00 line of credit (“Line of Credit”) from XYZ Bank, the Corporation shall pay to John Doe the annual sum of one percent of the Guaranteed Portion, said fee to be paid as long as the Line of Credit is available to the Corporation.

¹²². A guarantor fee agreement might include the following representations by the corporation.
• Establish an initial commitment fee based on full line of credit. ¹²³

• Establish an annual fee based on full line of credit.

• Establish a "draw down" fee in the event the guarantor has to fund his guarantee. ¹²⁴

- Document that the lender will not make the loan without the guarantee.

- If possible, structure guarantees to be not in proportion to shareholdings.

- If reasonably available, document efforts to find alternate sources of guarantee.

The issues embodied in the Tulia Feedlot Cases are issues that are common among closely-held businesses in today's world. ¹²⁵ Shareholders who permanently guarantee corporate loans should be compensated for the use of their credit and financial strength. Corporations who pay shareholder

1. The Corporation is seeking a $500,000 line of credit ("Line of Credit") from XYZ Bank, said Line of Credit intended to be used to fund continuing operations.

2. The Corporation does not have sufficient assets to secure the loan without a guarantor.

3. The Corporation has made an investigation as to the availability of credit and the costs of credit, and has concluded that the Corporation cannot find a person who is not affiliated with the Corporation to guarantee the Line of Credit being extended by the Bank.


124. A typical letter of credit imposes on the customer a “drawing fee for each payment under a letter of credit.” BROOKE WUNNICKE, DIANE B. WUNNICKE & PAUL S. TURNER, STANDBY & COMMERCIAL LETTERS OF CREDIT 28 (2nd ed. 2004). To the same effect is this sample provision which imposes a draw down fee on the customer: "We also agree to pay you, on demand, a commission at the rate of . . . per cent on such part of the credit as may be used, and, in any event, a minimum amount of . . . per cent of the amount of credit." HERMAN N. FINKELSTEIN, LEGAL ASPECTS OF COMMERCIAL LETTERS OF CREDIT 322 (1930). See generally, Avery Wiener Katz, An Economic Analysis of the Guaranty Contract, 66 U. CHI. L. REV. 47, 55 (1999).

guarantee fees should be entitled to deduct those expenses as ordinary and necessary expenses that are essential to the conduct of their business affairs. The theories behind the routine acceptability of fees paid for standby letters of credit are the same theories that underlie the deductibility of fees paid for shareholder guarantees of loans. Examined in the prism light of the practices and expectations of commercial credit in today's world, the shareholder-guarantee is an ordinary and necessary element to shore up the credit of many closely-held corporations. Those theories should be reinforced with the routine adoption of the appropriate corporate resolution and guarantee fee agreements. When those practices are interlaced with the theories underlying the deductibility of fees paid for standby letters of credit, it should be clear that there is still hay left in the *Tulia Feedlot Cases* and that is certainly fodder for thought.